
Animal-caused injuries are very common on dairy farms. Understanding animal behavior, proper 
animal-handling techniques, and worker positioning can reduce the risk of injury to both worker 
and animal. Anticipating how animals may act or react is a critical skillset.

Cows are herd animals. Their natural instinct is to avoid predators and seek protection in 
the herd. They will move away from perceived threats that approach them.

Flight Zone  the zone in which cows respond to approaching threats

 Peacefully entering the flight zone will cause the animal/herd to calmly move away from you
 Forcefully or quickly entering the flight zone will cause the animal/herd to flee from you in fear

Cows naturally move at a slower pace than humans do.
 Adjusting to their pace will help you avoid startling or scaring them

Point of Balance  an imaginary point on an animal’s body (near the shoulder) where, if 
approached from the front or rear, the animal will respond by moving forward or backward

 When approaching from behind the shoulder, the animal will move forward
 When approaching from in front of the shoulder, the animal will move backward
 Standing at the point of balance will cause the animal to stand still or stop
 
Cows cannot see directly behind themselves — humans standing there may startle them.
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☑  Move and talk calmly around cows.
☑  Use the flight zone to gently, e�ectively “steer” animals in the desired direction.
  ☑  Individual cows have di�erent sized flight zones depending on how comfortable they each  
      are around humans
☑  Depending on worker position in relation to the point of balance, cows will (1) move forward,  
    (2) backward or (3) stand still.
☑  Observe and learn from experienced handlers; ask them why they do what they do.
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1    O B J E C T I V E
Prepare dairy workers to more e�ectively use the 
flight zone and the point of balance to move cows

3    T R A I N I N G  P O I N T S

4    K E Y  T A K E A W A Y S

2    D I S C U S S I O N  Q U E S T I O N S
 1. What human actions startle or make cows nervous?
 2. What can you do to safely move and handle cows?
 3. Where should you avoid standing when working with cows?


